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Christol et al. (1980) proved that, for any prime p, a sequence .x=(x,, x2, . ..) over the set 
(0, l,..., p- 1) is p-automatic iff the formal power series x(r)=c,“=, Gktk is algebraic over the 
function field K(t) over some finite field K of characteristic p, where ^ is an injective mapping of 
{0, 1, , p- 1) into K. This implies that, within the field K[[t]] of formal power series, sums and 
products of such elements x(t) are again p-automatic. In this article it is proved that, if t is replaced 
by the reciprocal of an integer r>2, a natural expansion of the corresponding set of real numbers 
x(r _ ‘) is closed under addition and under multiplication by rationals. 
We will let A,:= (0, , (q-l)}. If we speak of an automaton, we think of a finite 
deterministic automaton of the form M=(A,, 2, zO, 6, T), where A, is the input 
alphabet, Z is the set of states, z0 is the initial state, 6 is the transition function and r is 
the labeling function of the states. The input is assumed to be read from left to right, 
that is, in case of a q-adic coded integer, the digit at the most significant position is 
read first. 
A sequence XEA, ’ is said to be q-automatic (e.g., see [l]) if there exists an 
automaton as described above such that for every natural number i, if i denotes its 
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base q representation, the label t(6(z0, 7)) is equal to Xi. In this case we say that the 
automaton recognizes the sequence. 
This is equivalent to the statement that for all UE& the set {TEA: 1 i~tW, Xi=a} is 
a regular language. From this, we can see that it does not matter if we restrict the 
codings to a form without leading digits zero or if we allow any number of leading 
zeros, as long as the presence or the number of those digits has no influence on the 
value of r(b(ze, i)). Therefore, we may assume all automata occurring here to tolerate 
leading digits zero. Note that the sequences considered here start with index one, not 
with index zero as sometimes usual. 
There are numerous examples of q-automatic sequences. All periodic sequences are 
q-automatic for any q. Finite modification leaves regular sets regular; therefore, all 
eventually periodic sequences are q-automatic, too. The characteristic sequence of the 
Fredholm numbers {2k 1 kcN,) is 2-automatic; so are the paperfolding sequence and 
the Thue-Morse sequence. Every sequence that is limit point of some homogeneous 
q-substitution is q-automatic. 
Theorem 1. Let r, qEN\{ l} be jixed integers. Let kAl(q, Y) be the set of those real 
numbers ~E[W whose fractional part has a q-automatic base r digit sequence. Then 
kfU(q, r) is a Q-uectorspace. 
A fact that is known at least implicity (the author could not find it stated explicitly) 
is that the shifted sequence of a q-automatic sequence is itself q-automatic. The proof 
can be omitted because it is no more difficult than an average exercise in automata 
theory but as it has some similarities with the complex proof of Lemma 4 it is stated as 
a kind of “warm up”. 
Lemma 2. The sequence x=xIxZ...~A, ’ is q-automatic zy and only lj” the shijted 
sequence y = y, y2 . . with yi = xi+ 1 is q-automatic.’ 
Proof. Let x be recognized by the automaton M = (A,, 2, zO, 6, z) then y is recognized 
by the automaton M,=(A,, Z x Z, zOy, 6,, 5Y) where the initial state is composed by 
zOY:=(zO, 6(z0, 1)). The transition function is given as 
6,((Zl> ~2)~ a):= 
i 
(6(Zl> u), 6(z,, a+ 1)) if afq- 1, 
(6( 
Zl, 4, @Z> 0)) if a=q-1. 
Finally, the labeling function is given by zY(zl, z2):= z(z2). The first component of the 
states of M, simulates the automaton M on input%hereas the second component 
simulates the automaton on an assumed input i+ 1 with possible correction of 
a falsely assumed form of f. 
‘The author learned recently that Jean-Paul Allouche proved a similar result (u(an+b) is automatic if 
U(N) is automatic in the case of a prime number base) in “Somme des chiffres et transcendance”, Bull. Sot. 
Math. France 110 (1982) 279-285. 
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Now let us assume the shifted sequence y to be recognized by a further automaton 
which we, for convenience, again denote by M = (&, Z, zO, 6,~). From M we con- 
struct the automaton M,=(A,, (Z x Z)u {zox}, zox, 6,, z,) to recognize x. The initial 
state zoX is chosen not to be an element of Z x Z. We define 
&A(Zl> z2), a):= 
i 
(d(z, 3 a), 6(z,, a- 1)) if a#O, 
(6(z,) a), fi(z2, q-l)) if a=0 
and 
~&OX, a):= 
@(Z,> a), 6(z0, a- 1)) if u#O, 
zox if u=O. 
for the initial state. The labeling function is defined by ~,(z~~):=.x~ and 
r,(zr ) zz):= 5(zJ. 0 
Allouche and Mend& France proved the following fact: 
Lemma 3. Let * be any binary associative operation on the alphabet A, and let XEGF be 
q-automatic. Then the derived sequence y, dejined by 
yi:zX, *X2 * Xj * “. *Xi> 
is q-automatic us well. 
Proof. See [l, Theorem 23. Slight modifications of the lemma arise if we consider that, 
according to Lemma 2, a sequence y=y,y, . . is q-automatic iff the shifted sequence 
y’:= y,y, is q-automatic and that, if f(a, b):= g(b, a), then f is associative iff g is 
so. 0 
We now give a constructive proof that there exists a machine computing for each 
index the “carry” that occurs during the symbolic addition of the fractional part of 
base r digit sequences. If we assume the digits already added, we have a carry from the 
preceding digits (that are those digits with higher index) if the preceding digit has 
a value greater or equal to Y or if the value is r- 1 and that digit is itself preceded by 
a finite sequence (possibly of zero length) of digits of the same value r - 1 which in turn 
is preceded by a digit with value greater or equal to r. 
Lemma 4. Let SEA~,_~ be a q-automatic sequence. Then the sequence CEAF, dejined 
by 
1 
1 if si+l>,r, 
Ci := 1 if ZINtN .~i+l=si+2=...=si+N=r-1 A si+N+l>r, 
0 else, 
is q-automatic. 
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Proof. According to Lemma 2, there exists an automaton, to be denoted by 
M: = (A,, Z: , z&, Sz, t: ), which recognizes the shifted sequence s2s3s4.. From 
this automaton we will construct a new automaton which recognizes the carry 
sequence. This automaton may be thought of as a tree-like nesting of three levels of 
subautomata. The highest-level automaton simulates Mz working on input F. The 
second-level automata can be thought of as computing all possible digits s~+.~+ 1 
mentioned in the lemma and the third-level automata check all those digits in 
between. 
This seems impossible because the integer N need not be limited and, so, we have to 
fear that we will need an infinity of subautomata and, thus, an infinite state space. We 
boldly ignore those fears and construct an automaton that recognizes the sequence 
c at least under some additional restriction on the form of the input. Later considera- 
tion will show that this automaton can easily be modified to work even without this 
restriction. 
Denote the automaton handling the carry by Mc:=(Aq, Z,, zoc, S,, tc) and the 
power set operator by $9. We let ZC:= Z: x ‘@(Z: x ‘V(Z: x { <, = })), with apologies 
for the cardinality of this state space. (Indeed, we have not attempted to construct 
a minimal automaton, seeing that the redundance tolerated simplifies the description 
of the automaton). The set Z, reflects the nested three-level structure. The description 
of the structures involved will be top down. 
We write the elements of Z, in the form (z, p), with the elements of the second 
component p to be denoted by (i, M), where M c 2: x ( <, =}. The automaton starts 
with the state zOC:= (zo’, 8). 
Now let the transition function 6, be defined by (z’, p’):=b,((z, p), a) for all a~&, 
where z’:= 8: (z, a) and p’:= pi (z, a) u pi ( p, z, a). Thus, the state z is simply the one the 
automaton Mz reaches when it is operating on the same input. The set p’ is quiet 
weird; so, we feel better if we have it split up. For the first part we define 
p;(z, a):= [(;‘, M’)gZf x ?J.J(Z: x { <, =}) / 
3/,,Aqh>u (i’= 6: (z, b) fi M’= Mb(a, b))}, 
where 
Mb(u,h):={([“, <)13cEA?,h>c>o [“=S:(z,c)}u{([‘, =)}. 
To understand the purpose of this part of the construction we behold the coding of 
any number j > i and stretch the shorter coding by appending zero digits to the left 
until the lengths are equal (the consideration on just how we may stretch the input fin 
case the coding ofj shall be longer is deferred until later). These codings differ in some 
position the way that the digit fromj is greater than the corresponding digit belonging 
to i. All digits to the right of the first different digits may be changed without changing 
the relation j > i. 
Those second-level states <’ mentioned in the definition of p;(z, a) result from the 
simulation of MC working on those j> i whose coding differs for the jrst time. The 
digit b belongs to j, the corresponding digit a is the digit just read in. 
The third-level states i” in the definition of Mb(a, b) result from simulating the input 
of a number k with i< k<j, the appendix < or = is indicating whether k is yet 
different from j. The digit c is the digit of k corresponding to u and b in i and j, 
respectively. Further, we have 
p;(p,z,a):=(([‘, M’)EZ$T x‘u(Z,‘- x I<, =>,I 
3 t;, lw)EP htA, 4 3 “=s:(<, h) A M’=M;(M)uM;(M)UM;(M)}, 
with 
and 
M>(M)=((I”, =)13,,, =)EM r”=x(9,4J. 
Here again [’ is the state h4: would reach when operating on some j> i, but here we 
are at a position where j is already greater than i so the digit b is quite arbitrary. 
The set M;(M) contains those states [” which result from simulating k as above, but 
the appendix < of (5, <)EM asserts that i< k <j holds for any digit c. 
Looking at M;(M) we see it contains the states corresponding to some k for which 
k and j differ .for the first time at the position just read in. 
Finally, M;(M) takes care of those states for which the corresponding k is not yet 
proved different from the number j. 
The labeling function t, is given by 
I if t:(z)>r 
h(Z, p):= 
1 if 5,+(z)=(r- I) A 
%5. MkP (r:(i)>Y A vi<. <)EM ?:(5)=(1’- 1)) 
0 else. 
In the first case, the digit of the sequence sat position i+ 1 is greater than or equal to r; 
so, a carry is guaranteed. In the second case, the state z as such does not determine 
whether or not a carry occurs, depending on what the higher-indexed digits of the 
sequence do. If for some j the relation Sj+ 1 , > r holds and for all k between i and j we 
have sk =r- 1, then the carry is 1, too. Otherwise, there is no carry at all at positions 
indexed higher than i + 1 or it is “absorbed” by some digit lower than r- 1, without 
having induced a new carry, before it reaches the position is 1. 
A tiny problem remains. The machine M, does a correct calculation of ci if the input 
i is coded with a suficient!), large number of leading digits zero but, as mentioned, the 
result has to be independent of that number. The subautomata do not calculate 
Sj = si + N + 1 for all j > i but only for those for which the length of the coding does not 
exceed the length of the effective input. 
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But, luckily, we know that the input is long enough if it has a prefix of at least 
card Z, + 1 zero digits. This is because M, has only card Z, different states so that the 
automaton is in a cycle when the prefix is read. To leave this cycle digits other than 
zero are to be read. 
Now we modify the initial state z&:=Gc(zoc, OcardZc+‘) so as to obtain 
M::=(A,, Z,, zbcr 6,, 5,) which now recognizes c independently of the number of 
initial zeros in the expansion i. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. (1) The set kA((q, r) is closed with respect to addition. 
Obviously, all problems arise from the fractional part; so, it is sufficient to consider 
only real numbers within the interval [0, 11. 
Let X, y, UEAF be such that U=X + y in the sense of the addition of the fractional 
parts of the corresponding real numbers. (The reader may note that, for rational 
values corresponding of U, the sum need not be well-defined, for there may be two 
sequences with the same real value, but both sequences would be eventually periodic 
and, hence, be automatic in both cases). 
There exist some finite deterministic automata, denoted by M, and M,, recognizing 
the sequences x and y, respectively. 
Let M, =(&, Z,, zOlr 6,, 5,) and M, =(A,, Z,, zOy, 6,, t,,). Define an automaton 
M x+r=(Aq, Z,, zos, &, sJ:=(&, Z, x Z,, @ox, zo,), (d,, d,), z,+t,). 
Obviously, M, + y recognizes the digit-by-digit sum Si:=.~i+4’i though not being 
capable of handling the carry-over effect. We note that Si~{O, .. . , (2r-2)). 
Lemma 4 guarantees the existence of an automaton M,=(A,, Z,, 6,, 7,) which 
computes the carry sequence c. 
Finally, the automaton 
Mu=(Ag, Z,, zoU, 6,, rU):=(Aq, Z, x Z,, (zoc, zos), 6, 6,), (r,+r,) mod r) 
recognizes (si + Ci) mod r. But as we have Si + Ci E Xi + yi + ci F pi (mod Y) the automa- 
ton M, recognizes u. 
(2) The set tW(q, r) is closed under additive inversion. 
Let 5 be a real number and let x be the q-adic expansion of the fractional part oft. If 
< is rational then the inverse (- 5) is also rational and, thus, the r-adic expansion of 5 is 
eventually periodic. 
In case 5 is not rational we consider YEA,“” with y,:=r- 1 -xk. As the sequence x is 
q-automatic, y is also q-automatic. Neither y nor x is periodic (especially not with 
a period (r- l)...) and, therefore, there is a ~E[O, l] with y as its r-adic expansion. 
Now [+y=L<J+~p=i (r-l)r-k=L~J+l and -_E=-_L<J-l+v. 
(3) The set kA(q, r) is closed under multiplication by rational numbers. 
It is sufficient to show that for arbitrary PEN and for all ~E[O, l] with q-automatic 
r-adic digit expansion the expansion y of ~/p=~~El (xk/p)rmk iS q-automatic. ((1) 
allows to divide the integer part of [ separately and to add the result afterwards. If the 
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enumerator of the rational number with which we have to multiply is not one but 
k then again we may use (1) to add up / kl times r/p and we use (2) to get the correct 
sign.) Let L y J denote the integer part of y. We compute 
z’ ‘xx+; =y ri-kX,, 
J 
mod r 
k ,+1 
Now we map the elements of the sequence x into A,, x A,, by letting xk H (&, r). 
This sequence, obviously, is still q-automatic (if, for exactness of definition, interpreted 
as a sequence in A+2). W e introduce an operation * defined as (a, CI) *(b, /3):= 
(I@ + b mod pr, u/3 mod pr). Clearly, * is associative and we get 
hi:=(x,, r)*(.x2,r)*...*(si,r)= i 
( 
rimkxk modpr, ri mod pr . 
k=l > 
Lemma 3 asserts that hi is q-automatic. Denote by M =(&, Z, zo, 6, t) the automaton 
associated with h. By modifying t to r’ with ?(z):=(La/p Jmodr) iff 7(z)=(a, a) we 
have obtained an automaton recognizing y. 0 
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